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Persian girl names 2019

Be prepared for the popularity of this name. © 2020 Nameberry.com. While non-Muslim families have a seemingly unlimited range of possible names to choose from, tradition is still very important for Muslim families, including the custom of naming a son after the Prophet. Not strictly Persian per say, but brings to mind
the strength and wonder of the Caspian Sea. Persian Baby Girls Names Start with S - Persian Names - Updated in February 2019 Both are acceptable. Also spelled Melody, this name has come into the spotlight via Arash's Melody. Click on a name below to find its popularity over time, common sibling names, and more.
On the boys' list, Liam finally pushed Jackson out after six years in a row as the most popular name. To rate lists on Nameberry, please sign up for a We are glad that you have an opinion on this user-generated list, Persian-American names. Simple but charming, Ara fits perfectly into both cultures. Farrin almost fits in
with unisex names in the West like Fallon and Quinn. For more details ... Abnus is a Persian name for boys and girls that means ebony, which is a dense and expensive ... Abrisham is a Persian name for girls who mean silk. To rate lists on Nameberry, sign up for an account or sign in to an existing account. Persian:
King; According to tradition, Melchior was one of three wise men who traveled a long way to see the baby Jesus... Persian: Beautiful youth; a name from Persian mythology. A good middle name consideration. They also look beyond U.S. borders to see what names mothers and fathers in other countries choose for their
newborns. Our data comes from nearly 600,000 BabyCenter parents who shared their child's name with us in 2019. Get inspiration for baby names with our most popular Persian girl names that are trending now. A more unique alternative to Matthew, Matin still gives Matt the nickname. This old name would not work well
as a first name, given pronunciation issues and similarity to the word vice. All Baby Names Quran Girl Names Quran Boy Names Arabic Baby Names Persian (Farsi) Baby Names Urdu Baby Names Order Islamic Baby Names Books Books Questions and Answers Contact Last Updated: November 3, 2020 8:33 GMT |
6288 Baby Names | 13458 Questions answered | 783 Quran roots | 21284 Total Articles Thus you do not have to worry about your daughter being Sarina M. for the rest of her life. If you don't mind sharing the name with a car brand, Kia makes an easily pronounced option. Now a favorite flower name everywhere from
South America to Eastern Europe, Jasmine-also a plant known for its aromatic ... Russian: Advantage of the people; a short form of Ludmila. Persian for created, brought into order. Because Iran (formerly Persia) has a large Islamic population, many Persian names overlap with Arab Muslim names. Although albino may
not be the most appealing meaning, was a warrior in Shahnameh. This is not a common name in the United States, but one that is easily pronounced. All information on our website is based on our own Don't let 'Ay' trick you... this name is pronounced in the same way as Ida. But you want to pronounce it Heel-ee-uh, not
Hell-ee-uh. But with the somewhat masculine 'n' ending and the likelihood of being mistaken for 'Parisian', this name may fit better in the middle name spot. Not only does it sound nice to the American ear, but it's also not too popular. Alternate spelling: Casper. Plus, get ideas from this year's lists of unique names and
surprising names, discover the hottest baby-naming trends, and see our predictions for up-and-coming names. tfzolghadr's list 'Persian-American names' of 75 big name ideas: Caspian - Show! This name leads to the big mainstream nicknames cat, Kathy, Katie, etc., but sounds a lot like 'cartoon'. Please read our
disclaimer. Ava is the best choice if you are looking for an extremely popular name in the West that also works in Iran. All rights reserved. Because Iran (formerly Persia) has a large Islamic population, many Persian names overlap with Arab Muslim names. Click on a letter to search for more baby boy names and
meanings. A stellar choice that adds a small flare to overused Sarah. Search through our Persian Girl Name collection and choose a name for your baby. Dariush in Persian, Darius is a royal option with significant history. Similar to the popular Talia, this name is simple but beautiful. Even if Darya comes to mind the 90s
cartoon with the sarcastic, bespectacled teenager, it would work very well in both Iran and the West. Another character in Shahnameh, Piran is also an Irish name. Avina brings new life to exaggerated Ava, and means 'clean'. Muhammad is one of the most popular names in the world and has been a steady climber in our
top names lists over the years. Bump brings you a wealth of Persian baby boy and baby girl name suggestions along with their meanings in It Means Wise Friend, and has an inherent elegance. Pronounced in the same way as Kevin, this name may seem a bit dated. Faith; Persian - Desire; A variant kind of name Arman,
Persian - Male; Hindi - Prayer ceremony; Also means from Rishis, Persian - Throne; One worthy of the Throne; A variant spelling of the name Arshiya, Persian - Moonlike; Beautiful; Brilliant; Calm, Persian - Dry Earth; Detached; Free of material things; Noble, noble; High-born; Humble; Free; The name of an Iranian
princess, Arabic - Dear; Loved; Esteemed; Precious; Treasured, Spring, Prime, Bloom, Beauty, Glory, Joy; Youth. Alternate spelling: Navid. Nicknamed Art, this name is the perfect balance between preserving the culture and allowing your child to fit in. Completely unheard of in the West, this name has an exotic flare that
lets it Arezoo Longed Terrified your daughter can stand out? Here we have a list of the most popular Persian baby girl names along with their meanings. Ava (voice), Faraz (above), and Jasper (treasurer) are some of our favorites, but read on for more Persian baby name ideas. Aayaan is a Persian name for boys that
means long night. - Created by tfzolghadr. The changing trend is evident in how babies are given modern names that are inspired by other cultures and not strictly Persia. Sarah (alternative spelling: Sara) is the #1 name to let her get involved. Unlike many Persian names, this one is easy to pronounce! Download Appto
explore more tools like Planner+ and Food Safety. Also take a look through the top 100 girls names across all cultures, updated regularly with newborn data from the more than 1,500 hospitals where we take newborn photographs. Persia's heritage and traditions are deeply rooted, but thanks to globalisation, certain
traditions in the region are changing. A beautiful Turkish name, that said, but not when it is written (because of evil). Dorien Wilson Twin, Virginia Tech Inventing the Future, US Dollar Sign Images, Judicial Review Synonym, Astu Jlee 2020, Fighting Game Community Toxic, Black Box Theater Design, Packpride
Brickyard, Ben Price Jockey, Court of Appeal Live Stream, The Hoax Band, Yorkshire Fabric Shoptales From Topographic Oceans Live, Traditional Weddings Don't Promise Religious, Publix Logo, Escapade In A Sentence, Synapse Group, Inc Magazine, Aegon Casco, Bessie Smith Songs, Mary Mouser Parents,
Russell Borchard Community Actor, Backpacks For Girls, Christmas Chronicles Elves, Leslie Hope Husband, Josh Miller D.C., Poe Heist Tips, Camp Rock 2 Can't Back Down, I Am Getting Married Meaning In Tamil, Persia, with His Glorious and Beautiful Past, has been a good example of a developed nation in ancient
times. The Persian heritage and traditions are deeply rooted, even today. The exotic culture has many unique and beautiful names, especially for girls. This modern Persian girls name list is inspired by Arabic and other, religions, including Christianity. These unique names are meaningful and elegant. This list can help
parents choose a Persian name for their little girl that suits her unique personality. Parents are always extra careful when naming their baby girls. They keep looking for a name that is beautiful, popular, elegant and virtuous. The name should positively reflect on her personality. Old names are classic and timeless and
have all the meaning to prepare for a proper name. On the other hand, some parents choose more popular names that are known for their beautiful meanings and meaning. Choose from this list of popular Persian names of baby girls for the perfect name for your little girl. 1. Aafreen Aafreen is a beautiful Persian name
for girls means to or to thank or to congratulate. Name Name used as an expression of praise and show gratitude. 2. Abreshmina This exotic female name of Persian origin means made of silk. 3. Abru Abru means honor, dignity is a unique female name of Persian origin. This can be a good choice for parents who believe
that their child is a symbol of their honor and dignity. 4. Afra Afra is a beautiful female name, which means maple wood or whitish red color. 5. Afsaneh This Persian origin name means a story of fairies. 6. Afshaneh This name of Persian origin means spreading or sprinkling. 7. Aghigh Aghigh is a name of Persian origin
that means priceless or precious. It's the name of a stone that's precious and rare. 8. Aleah This unique name of Persian and Arabic origin means god's being or exalted with reference to a person favored by God. 9. Alizeh This attractive Persian name means wind. The name has different variations like Alissa and Eliza
and the French version of this name is Alizee. This beautiful name is a female variation of the Persian name Arman. It means faith or desire. 11. Arsia Arsia is a sweet Persian origin name meaning throne or a person worthy of a throne. Another variant of this name is Arshiya. This elegant Persian female name means
noble or pure. It's a beautiful name and a variation of that name is Ariana. This Persian origin name means desire or desire. This name of Persian origin is the variation of the name Esther. The name means star. 15. The name Avaleigh The name Avaleigh has a Persian origin that means the desired song. It can also be
shortened to Ava, which is also a big name. This beautiful Persian name means as beautiful as a bird. It is a rare and unique name and can be perfect for your little girl. 17. Avalie Avalie is a Persian female name that means strength and desire. This name can be a wonderful start to raising a strong daughter. This name
of Persian origin means moon-like or serene. This name consists of the Turkish word ay meaning moon and the Persian word tan means body. 19. Azadeh This Persian female name means dry land and detached. This name represents a person who is free of the world's all desires. This name is of Japanese and
Persian origin, and it means thistle flower or largest. Thistle flower refers to defiance in Eastern mythology. 21. Azita This exotic Persian name means noble, humble or free. The name is one of the famous Iranian baby names as it is the name of an Iranian princess. This exotic name Arabic origin means dear, beloved, or
treasured. Other variants of this name include Azzah and Azeeza. 23. Bahar Bahar is a sweet name that means spring, beauty or flower. This name has its origins in different cultures and is quite a popular name. This elegant name Persian origin means means lucky one. Bano is a Persian name that means princess,
bride or lady. The name is used as an endearing expression of affection. This unique Persian name means fair or fast. 27. Berina This female name of Persian origin means best or highest refers to a person who is the best or of high social stature. Bolour is an elegant Persian name that means crystal. 29. Caspara
Caspara is a beautiful female name that means treasure keeper. Cyra is an elegant name that means sun or throne. There are other variants of this name, including Cyrah and Saira. Damsa is a beautiful name that means white silk. 32. Darsameen This unique name means valuable or expensive. This name has a
Persian origin and is one of the top trend names. 33. Darya The name is the feminine version of the Persian name Darius, meaning one that is good. Diba is a Persian name for girls, meaning an invaluable brocade or fine silk. 35. Dilara This beautiful name means decorative beauty. This name is popular in many
countries and it consists of two Persian words part meaning heart and macaw meaning an ornament or beauty. 36. Dilnaz Dilnaz is the Kurdish variant of the name Delnaz. It means loved one or girlfriend. This sweet name is also an expression of churning. The name means charming and beautiful. 38. Ehteram Ehteram



is a unique Persian name that means respect, consideration and admiration. 39. Elaheh The name Elaheh of Persian origin means as a goddess. Emagine is a Persian name that means innocent or immaculate. 41. Esme This beautiful name has its origins in french and Persian languages. The name means esteemed,
loved or emerald. The name is also a variation of Esmeralda, a name of Spanish origin. 42. Estere Estere is a Persian origin female name means star. The name is a variation of the name Esther. This beautiful name has a Persian and Arabic origin, and it means happy or happy. It consists of the Arabic word farah,
meaning happiness and a Persian word noush that means eternal. 44. Fareena Fareena is a Persian name of origin that means kind and merciful. 45. Fariba Fariba is a stylish Persian name that means captivating and enchanting. This virtuous Persian name means intelligent or wise. 47. Finna This elegant name is the
female variation of the Finn. The name means a just woman. 48. Firoja Firoja is a beautiful Persian name, which is also the name of gemstone, this name means turquoise color. This exotic female name of Persian origin means shiny and warm. 50. Friya This cute Persian name for girls means loved or loving. An
alternative spelling of this name is Freya. 51. Golnar Golnar is a philosophical name of Persian origin. The name refers to a person who needs inner peace or desires understanding the world and the deeper truths. 52. Gordia Gordia is a virtuous name that refers to someone who is idealistic and has good leadership
qualities. Gordia is also the name of a character in Shahmaneh a long epic poem, which is the national epic of Greater Iran. 53. Gulbarg Gulbarg is a beautiful Persian name for your little girl. The name means petals of rose. 54. Gulzaar This beautiful name is the variation of Persian name Gulzar means a garden of
roses. 55. Huma Huma is a Persian name that means lucky bird or phoenix. Huma is famous as a legendary bird in Persian mythology. 56. Jasmine Jasmine is a beautiful girl's name of Persian origin that means gift from God. The names refer to the beautiful jasmine flower. 57. Kaamnoosh This exotic Persian female
name means sweet wish or sweet wish. 58. Laleh Laleh is a beautiful name of Persian origin, and that means red tulip flower. The name refers to everlasting love, which is symbolized by red tulip flowers. 59. Layla Layla is taken from the famous romantic history of Arabia and Persia, and that means night or night. 60.
Liana This exotic Persian name means to be bound by vines or my God has the answer. 61. Lila The name is derived from the Arabic name Laylah, meaning night or the night's daughter. In Hindi/Sanskrit, it means play. 62. Mehry Mehry is a beautiful name derived from Mehr. The name Mehr means the sun. It also
means kind and loving. 63. Mehzebeen This beautiful Persian name means as beautiful as the moon. 64. Mina This elegant name in Persian means azure or as a crystal. The name also has a German origin, and it means true or pure love. 65. Nasrin This Persian origin name means wild rose. Other variations of the
name are Nesrin and Nazrin. 66. Niloufar Niloufar refers to the beautiful water lilies. The name also means sacred or sacred. 67. Pari This beautiful name of Persian origin means fairy. 68. Roshanak This exotic name of Persian origin means shining star or luminous beauty. 69. Soraya This beautiful name for girls means
jewel. This name is derived from the Arabic name of the Pleiades, which is a cluster of stars called Thurayya. 70. Zenda Zenda is a beautiful name of Persian and Ukrainian origin. The name means sacred. Persian names are popular all over the world, especially in Arab countries and Turkey. These beautiful names are
also gaining popularity in Western countries. Every parent in the world wants to name their little girl with a unique and elegant name. So when picking a name for their child, they give much weight to meaning and origin. A meaningful name is timeless and indicates good virtues. So naming your little girl with a unique and
thoughtful name will shape your little girl's identity. Identity.
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